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The History Press
9780750969970
Pub Date: 10/1/17
Ship Date: 10/1/17
$17.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Sports & Recreation  / 
Boating
SPO005000

5 in H | 7.3 in W

The Fishing Boats Story
Mike Smylie

Contributor Bio
Mike Smylie is a maritime historian specialising in the fishing industry. He has written many articles on the

subject for various magazines such as Classic Boat and is the author of 23 books. During the summer he

travels widely through Britain and into the European mainland with his herring exhibition 'Kipperland', which

tells the story of the herring industry. He is a founder member of the 40+ Fishing Boat Association and edits

their thrice-yearly newsletter Fishing Boats.

Summary
Britain has a history of a wonderful array of sailing fishing boats, some of which still sail under private

ownership. These older vessels developed in their own unique ways which were dependent on local traditions,

the type of fishing, their place of operation and, lastly, innovation from fishermen and boatbuilders alike. With

motorisation they changed dramatically through the steam era until the advent of the internal combustion

engine. In time they became known as the motorised fishing vessel (MFV) and today some of these still work.

Today fishing boats still attract all sorts of people to fishing harbours everywhere and many are drawn to the

new breed of ubiquitous boats that compete for ever decreasing stocks of fish.

Atlantic Books
9781786491169
Pub Date: 10/1/16
$28.95/$38.95 Can./£20.00
UK/€24.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

10 in H | 8 in W

Fishing Impossible
Charlie, Jay, Blowfish

Contributor Bio
Blowfish is The World's Only Heavy Metal Marine Biologist, who presents regularly on This Morning and

Sunday Brunch. Charlie is a handsome airline pilot and fly-fisherman. Jay is an ex-Marine turned social

worker, and a spear-fishing expert. Hailing from Yorkshire, Cornwall, and Surrey, these three combine fishing

expertise with survival skills and a wicked sense of humor to make a killer team.

Summary
Based on the massive new BBC Earth TV show, follow three buddies as they go extreme fishing around the

world, Top Gear-style. Charlie, Jay, and Blowfish are three obsessive fishing buddies, each with their own area

of expertise. Hatching plans for the weirdest, most extreme fishing trips imaginable, they head to ten

fantastic destinations around the world. From spear-fishing in the Bahamas to bungee jumping in British

Columbia and dodging crocodiles in Kenya, their mission is to catch the uncatchable in the most entertaining

and bizarre ways possible. These immersive, adrenaline-fueled trips of a lifetime are ones most fisherman

have only dreamed of, with responsible, environmental considerations at their core. Join the three mates as

they head around the world to see marine life at its most exotic and extraordinary.
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Amberley Publishing
9781445647234
Pub Date: 6/15/15
$16.00/$20.95 Can./£9.99
UK/€12.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000
Series: The Classic Guide to
...

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 1 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The Classic Guide to Fly Fishing
H. Cholmondeley-Pennell

Contributor Bio
H. Cholmondeley-Pennell was her Majesty's Inspector of Sea Fisheries and the author of Fishing, The

Modern Practical Angler and The Sporting Fish of Great Britain.

Summary
The nineteenth-century American writer Theodore Gordon wrote "it is impossible to grow weary of a sport that

is never the same on any two days of the year." It is this enthusiasm for the sport that H. Cholmondeley-

Pennell, one of Britain’s most famous nineteenth-century naturalists, conveys in this comprehensive guide to

fly fishing, one of its very first ‘manuals’. From deciding upon the most suitable gear to tips on may-fly and

bait fishing, Cholmondeley-Pennell gives practical advice to inspire both the experienced angler and the

occasional hobbyist. H. Cholmondeley-Pennell was a renowned British naturalist of the nineteenth century. An

editor and occasional contributor to Punch, he was known for publishing widely upon both coarse and fly

fishing.

Ebury Press
9781785034503
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$14.95/£7.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Sports
BIO016000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 in T

A Race Too Far
Chris Eakin

Contributor Bio
Chris Eakin is a qualified Yachtmaster who sails regularly in the English Channel. He has been a journalist on

newspapers and with the BBC for more than 35 years.

Summary
In 1968, the Sunday Times organized the Golden Globe race—an incredible test of endurance never before

attempted—a round the world yacht race that must be completed single-handed and non-stop. This

remarkable challenge inspired those daring to enter, with or without sailing experience. A Race Too Far is the

story of how the race unfolded, and how it became a tragedy for many involved. Of the nine sailors who

started the race, four realized the madness of the undertaking and pulled out within weeks. The remaining

five each have their own remarkable story. Chay Blyth, fresh from rowing the Atlantic with John Ridgway, had

no sailing experience but managed to sail round the Cape of Good Hope before retiring. Nigel Tetley sank

while in the lead with 1,100 nautical miles to go, surviving but dying in tragic circumstances two years later.

Donald Crowhurst began showing signs of mental illness and tried to fake a round the world voyage. His boat

was discovered adrift in an apparent suicide, but his body was never found. Bernard Moitessier abandoned the

race and carried on to Tahiti, where he...
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The History Press
9780750969901
Pub Date: 4/1/17
Ship Date: 4/1/17
$29.95/$39.95 Can./€20.99
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

120 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Transportation  /  Ships &
Shipbuilding
TRA006000

9 in H | 9.8 in W

A Beginner's Guide to Waterways
Nick Corble, Allan Ford

Summary
An estimated 15,000 people live on board boats in the UK and at any one time thousands more are interested

in doing so. The aim of this beautifully illustrated guide is to help people live the dream and not the

nightmare, providing a useful step by step introduction to the basics of making a life afloat. Fully updated this

new edition of A Beginners' Guide to Living on the Waterways covers different types of liveaboard craft

suitable for canals, rivers and estuaries, and the good and bad points of the different options. It goes on to

discuss practicalities such as moorings, engines (including basic maintenance and fault finding), heating and

cooking, sanitation, furnishing a boat, survival tips and finances. This is a must-have guide for all those

considering the alternative way of living that a boat offers, as well as those who are already there!

Amberley Publishing
9781445642147
Pub Date: 7/15/14
$15.95/$21.95 Can./£9.99
UK/€12.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Transportation  /  Ships &
Shipbuilding
TRA006010
Series: The Classic Guide to
...

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.9 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The Classic Guide To Sailing
E F Knight

Contributor Bio
Edward Frederick (E.F.) Knight (23 April 1852 – 3 July 1925) was an English barrister, soldier, journalist,

and author of 20 books, many based on his dispatches as a war correspondent. He was an influence on

children's author Arthur Ransome, who used Knight's book Sailing to teach himself how to sail; and in the

Swallows and Amazons series as a resource for his fictional characters, who often refer to Knight on Sailing.

He died in 1925.

Summary
Throughout history sailing has been instrumental in the development of civilization, affording humanity

greater mobility than travel over land, whether for trade, transport or warfare, and the capacity for fishing.

Sailing has contributed to many great explorations in the world. In 1889, Knight sailed to the island of

Trindade off the coast of Brazil in a 64-foot cutter named the Alerte. He was in search of treasure. In The

Classic Guide to Sailing, E. F. Knight, the soldier, journalist and war correspondent, relates some of his

experiences and lays down the basic principles of sailing and boatcraft for the budding sailor.
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Amberley Publishing
9781445666709
Pub Date: 10/1/17
Ship Date: 10/1/17
$22.95/$30.95 Can./€18.49
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Transportation  /  Ships &
Shipbuilding
TRA006000

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W

Classic Boats
Nigel Sharp

Contributor Bio
Nigel Sharp spent 35 years in various project management positions in the boatbuilding industry before

becoming a freelance marine writer and photographer in 2010. He is a lifelong sailor who currently owns a

1963 Nordic Folkboat and he is the Commodore of St. Mawes Sailing Club.

Summary
Classic Boats offers an accessible, beautifully illustrated guide to some of the boats that can currently be

found at sea. With a range of vessels on display, some dating back more than a century, Nigel Sharp’s

passionate writing truly brings the subject to life and shows the tremendous variety of restored boats

currently available. Classic boat regattas continue to grow in number and popularity, and the breath-taking

range of restored boats shown in this lavishly illustrated volume offer some explanation of why they continue

to captivate the hearts and minds of boating enthusiasts and the general public alike.

The History Press
9780750978514
Pub Date: 1/1/18
Ship Date: 1/1/18
$43.95/$58.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
History  /  Maritime History &
Piracy
HIS057000

9 in H | 9.8 in W

The Aberdeen Line
George Thompson Jnr's Incomparable Shipping Enterprise

Peter H. King, Sir Andrew Leggatt

Contributor Bio
Captain Peter H. King has 59 years’ experience in the merchant shipping industry. Beginning as a BP cadet

and seeing officer service in the New Zealand Shipping Co., he moved to a marine support role that led to him

being based in Aberdeen, where he became fascinated by the Aberdeen Line. Since then, he has held a post

at Trinity House and is now the principal of a marine surveying practice. He is liveryman of the Honorable

Company of Master Mariners and a Fellow of the Nautical Institute.

Summary
Founded in 1825 by the 21-year-old George Thompson Jnr, the Aberdeen Line developed over 100 years into

being one of the best-respected shipping lines in Britain. Initially traversing the short sea, Atlantic, South

American, Far Eastern and Antipodean trade routes before settling to become the longest serving line on the

Australian trade, the Aberdeen Line navigated commercial takeovers by the Oceanic Steam Navigation Co.,

Shaw Savill and Albion, Lord Kylsant’s Royal Mail Group and Furness Withy, before becoming all but forgotten

when it finally furled its sails in 1957. Here Peter H. King seeks to bring this once prominent shipping line’s

history to light once more for the enjoyment of shipping enthusiasts and maritime enthusiasts everywhere.
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The History Press
9780750931748
Pub Date: 1/18/03
$16.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
B&W Ill: 40
Carton Qty: 1
History  /  Military
HIS027150
Item #: 136954

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W

Crash Dive
In Action with HMS Safari, 1942-43

Arthur Dickson

Summary
This historical record of life on board HMS Safari is based on original first-hand accounts. As the boat's leading

telegraphist, Arthur Dickison had a privileged position in the crew, with access to all signals traffic and the

navigation officer as his boss who gave him an insight into why they were doing what they did. Over 18

months of war patrols he kept a personal diary of life aboard Safari, which was strictly against the rules. In it

he records daily events ranging from the tedium of long sea passages to stalking enemy convoys, crash dives

and fighting it out on the surface. The whole range of the submariner's experience and emotion is explored

here in this account. Written at the time, by a rating and not an officer, this diary offers an insight into life at

sea.

The History Press
9780750967716
Pub Date: 3/1/17
$36.95/$49.95 Can./€25.49
EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
History  /  Military
HIS027090

9.3 in H | 6.3 in W

Hear The Boat Sing
Oxford and Cambridge Rowers Killed in World War I

Nigel McCrery

Summary
During the First World War many sportsmen exchanged their sports field for the battlefield, switched their

equipment for firearms. Here acclaimed author and screenwriter Nigel McCrery investigates over forty

Oxbridge rowers all of whom put down their oars and gave their lives for their country. Complete with

individual portraits, these brave men are remembered vividly in this poignant work and, together with a new

memorial to be unveiled at the 2017 Boat Race, there is no more fitting tribute to these men who made the

ultimate sacrifice.
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Chicago Review Press
9781613737583
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$26.99/$35.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
History  /  Military
HIS027090

9 in H | 6 in W

The Sunken Gold
A Story of World War I Espionage and the Greatest Treasure Salvage in History

Joseph A. Williams

Contributor Bio
Joseph A. Williams is the deputy director of the Greenwich (CT) Library and the author of Seventeen

Fathoms Deep: The Saga of the Submarine S-4 Disaster and Four Years Before the Mast: A History of New

York’s Maritime College.

Summary
On January 25, 1917, HMS Laurentic struck two German mines off the coast of Ireland and sank. The ship

was carrying 44 tons of gold bullion to the still-neutral United States via Canada in order to finance the war

effort for Britain and its allies. Britain desperately needed that sunken treasure, but any salvage had to be

secret since the British government dared not alert the Germans to the presence of the gold.

Lieutenant Commander Guybon Damant was the most qualified officer to head the risky mission. Wild gales

battered the wreck into the shape of an accordion, turning the operation into a multiyear struggle of man

versus nature. As the war raged on, Damant was called off the salvage to lead a team of covert divers to

investigate and search through the contents of recently sunk U-boats for ciphers, minefield schematics, and

other secrets. The information they obtained, once in the hands of British intelligence, proved critical toward

Allied efforts to defeat the U-boats and win the war.

But Damant had become obsessed with completing his long-deferred mission. His team struggled fo...

Boutique of Quality Books
9781939371201
Pub Date: 3/1/14
$9.95/$12.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

106 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5
Juvenile Fiction  /  Action &
Adventure
JUV001000

9 in H | 6 in W

The Golden-Chime Mermaid and The Silver-Scaled Merman
J.R. Hardin

Contributor Bio
J.R. (Randy) Hardin was born in Rome, Georgia, attended Berry College, and has lived in either Georgia or

North Carolina all his life. With this book, J.R. begins a new series: The Merfolk of Gold Chime City. His other

books include: The Adventures of Little Dog Koko, The Further Adventures of Koko and Moochee, and The

Kudzu Monster Trilogy. J. R. lives in Gainesville, Georgia, where he spends his days trying to keep up with his

stories.

Summary
Tinkle, a Golden-Chime Mermaid and the protector of the underwater city of Gold Chime, is losing her power.

So the city will stay safe, she must pass on her abilities to the young Golden-Chime Mermaid, Twinkle. But

Twinkle has been captured by the evil warlock, Grim. The city needs a hero to rescue the young mermaid, but

for twenty years no hero has appeared. As time is running out, a young silver-scaled merman named Dart

arrives to undertake the task. Dart must find the mermaid and free her from the large sea serpent that is

guarding her. In order to free her, he must complete several quests. With every task Dart undertakes he faces

more and more unexpected dangers, and he only has ten days to complete the quest before the old

Golden-Chime Mermaid loses all her power.
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Top That Publishing US
9781787001954
Pub Date: 1/1/18
Ship Date: 1/1/18
$5.99/$7.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 to 6, Grades P to 1
Juvenile Fiction  /  Activity
Books
JUV054000
Series: Stick & Learn

11 in H | 8.5 in W

Splash! Under the Sea
Joshua George, Jonathan Finch

Contributor Bio
Joshua George writes both fiction and nonfiction for children, and is the author of the successful Sticker

History series. Jonathan Finch is an experienced graphic designer and illustrator who has produced children's

books for Disney, Mattel and Dreamworks.

Summary
Learning about sea creatures is great fun with this brand new Stick & Learn series with over 100

early learning stickers.

Learning about sea creatures is great fun with this brand new Stick & Learn series. In Splash! Under the Sea,

boys and girls age 3 and up will discover a different sea creature on every spread, including dolphins,

seahorses, angelfish, seals and sharks. Simple, easy-to-read text about each creature, together with bold,

colorful graphics and photographic imagery, will entice young learners to find and place over 100 big picture

and word stickers, which are included at the back of the book. Onomatopoeic words throughout add to the

early learning fun for parent-child sharing. 'Splash!'

Combel Editorial
9788491011422
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$16.95/$22.95 Can./€21.93
EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

10 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002100
Series: Diversión Pop-up

8.8 in H | 8.3 in W

Chap-Chap
Diversión Pop-Up

Jonathan Litton, Kasia Nowowiejska

Contributor Bio
Jonathan Litton has written numerous children's books and uses his science background to write about sea

creatures, space and saving the planet, but is also fond of penning stories about pirates, princesses and

picnics. Kasia Nowowiejska attended the Fine Arts Academy in Gdansk, and has worked on a diverse array

of projects from picture books and backgrounds for animated short films, to iPad apps and commercials.

Summary
The bottom of the ocean hides many marvelous animals. Would you like to meet them? All it takes is a fun

guessing game, and opening the flaps of this book to discover them.

En el fondo del mar se esconden animales maravillosos. ¿Los queréis conocer? Solo hay que tener ganas de

jugar al juego de las adivinanzas y, sin miedo, abrir las solapas de este libro para descubrirlos. En cada doble

página encontraréis un texto y un animal en pop-up.
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Troika Books
9781909991026
Pub Date: 5/1/14
$9.99/$12.99 Can./£6.99
UK/€8.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002100

10 in H | 9 in W

What I Think About When I Think About Swimming
Eleanor Levenson

Summary
A small fish with a big imagination, Eleanor Levenson's goldfish thinks about things like falling in love, getting

old, and climate change. But there is one thing that he thinks about every day . . . Illustrated with a wry

humor, here are philosophical musings about the meaning of life—and swimming—from a fishy perspective.

Albert Whitman & Company
9780807514634
Pub Date: 3/1/16
Ship Date: 2/1/16
$16.99/$22.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And
Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002170

8.5 in H | 10.8 in W | 0.3 in
T | 0.8 lb Wt

Dario and the Whale
Cheryl Lawton Malone, Bistra Masseva

Contributor Bio
Cheryl Lawton Malone is a freelance writer, poet, and MFA grad who teaches at Lesley University and

GrubStreet in Boston. She and her husband live in Massachusetts. Bistra Masseva is originally from Bulgaria

and is currently based in Brighton, UK. In addition to her illustration work, Bistra is also a keen calligrapher.

A lonely boy spending his first summer at Cape Cod and a right whale calf who has migrated to the area with

his mother become unlikely friends.

Summary
Winner:

CCBC Choices 2017

When Dario and his mother move to Cape Cod from Brazil, Dario has a hard time making friends since he

doesn't speak English well. But one day Dario meets someone else who has just arrived in New England and

he doesn't speak any English at all…because he's a right whale! Day after day Dario and the whale meet at

the beach. But what will happen when it's time for the whale to migrate?
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Pan Macmillan
9781509817764
Pub Date: 7/1/17
Ship Date: 7/1/17
$16.99/€14.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 3 to 6, Grades P to 1
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002170

11.3 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.3 in
T

Pirate Pete and His Smelly Feet
Lucy Rowland, Mark Chambers

Contributor Bio
Lucy Rowland grew up in Cheltenham and gained a degree in Speech and Language Therapy from the

University of Reading before becoming a children's speech and language therapist in South London where she

now lives. Lucy has loved reading and listening to poetry from a young age and has turned her passion into

writing picture book stories with quirky characters and irresistible rhythms. Pirate Pete and His Smelly Feet is

Lucy's first picture book with Macmillan. Mark Chambers was born in Aberdeen on a cold and windy day and

shortly afterwards moved to warmer climates down south in rural Lincolnshire. Although he wanted to be a

professional golfer, chef and fighter pilot (not all at the same time), he found that his skills were much more

suited to being an illustrator so he went on to study a degree in Illustration at the University of Lincoln. Since

then Mark has illustrated a wealth of picture books and young fiction. In 2013 he won the Sheffield Children's

Picture Book Prize for Pigeon Poo (Little Tiger Press) and was shortlisted for the Roald Dahl Funny Prize with

Noisy Bottoms (Usbo...

Summary
This spick and span crew of pirates have had enough of Pete's pongy feet! So he's been ordered to walk the

plank. But it turns out that hungry sharks don't like the smell of cheese either. What will the pirates do

without Pete's feet to keep those snappy sharks away? Pirate Pete and His Smelly Feet is the first Macmillan

picture book for Lucy Rowland and Mark Chambers. A fun, fast-paced story illustrated with vibrant color and

humor.

Pan Macmillan
9781509817771
Pub Date: 7/1/17
Ship Date: 7/1/17
$9.99/€8.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 3 to 6, Grades P to 1
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002170

11 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.2 in T

Pirate Pete and His Smelly Feet
Lucy Rowland, Mark Chambers

Contributor Bio
Lucy Rowland grew up in Cheltenham and gained a degree in Speech and Language Therapy from the

University of Reading before becoming a children's speech and language therapist in South London where she

now lives. Lucy has loved reading and listening to poetry from a young age and has turned her passion into

writing picture book stories with quirky characters and irresistible rhythms. Pirate Pete and His Smelly Feet is

Lucy's first picture book with Macmillan. Mark Chambers was born in Aberdeen on a cold and windy day and

shortly afterwards moved to warmer climates down south in rural Lincolnshire. Although he wanted to be a

professional golfer, chef and fighter pilot (not all at the same time), he found that his skills were much more

suited to being an illustrator so he went on to study a degree in Illustration at the University of Lincoln. Since

then Mark has illustrated a wealth of picture books and young fiction. He won the Sheffield Children's Picture

Book Prize for Pigeon Poo and was shortlisted for the Roald Dahl Funny Prize with Noisy Bottoms. Mark lives

and works in Lincoln. ...

Summary
This spick and span crew of pirates have had enough of Pete's pongy feet! So he's been ordered to walk the

plank. But it turns out that hungry sharks didn't like the smell of cheese either. What will the pirates do

without Pete's feet to keep those snappy sharks away? Have fun sticking the cheesy scratch and sniff stickers

to the pirates in this riotous, rhyming romp! Pirate Pete and His Smelly Feet is the first Macmillan picture

book for Lucy Rowland and Mark Chambers. A fun, fast-paced story illustrated with vibrant color and humor.
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Egmont UK
9781405283656
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$9.99/€8.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002170

10.8 in H | 9.5 in W

The Unexpected Visitor
Jessica Courtney-Tickle

Contributor Bio
Jessica Courtney-Tickle is a debut children's author and illustrator.

Summary
There was once a little fisherman. Every morning he would take his boat out into the wide sea . . . and wait,

and wait. When the little fisherman gets an unexpected (and very large) visitor one day, they instantly

become friends. They have a lot of fun exploring each other’s homes, but where have all the fishes gone? This

stunningly beautiful and warm-hearted picture book all about the friendship between a fisherman and whale is

the perfect way to introduce the notion of sharing, sustainability and taking care of the creatures in our

oceans with young children.

Pan Macmillan
9781509806720
Pub Date: 6/1/16
$9.99/£5.99 UK/€7.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

30 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002170
Series: First Sticker Story
Fun

12 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.2 in T

Under the Sea
Tiago Americo

Contributor Bio
Tiago Americo is a freelance graphic designer and illustrator based in Montreal, Canada. He graduated in

Graphic Design at UTFPR, Brazil and worked in the animation industry for several years, receiving awards for

his animated short-movies Cafè La Rochelle and The Chance and the Butterfly. Since 2010, Tiago has worked

full-time as an illustrator, creating children's books, greeting cards, wall decals, posters and game concepts for

clients across the globe.

Summary
Join Sally Seahorse and her watery friends in Under the Sea: First Sticker Story Fun as they take part in an

ocean talent show. Who will win first prize? There's a googly-eyed sea creature on every spread including a

crab, dolphin, whale, turtle and shark in eleven magical scenes imaginatively illustrated by Tiago Americo.

With over two hundred stickers to bring each picture to life, coloring-in and first facts, this sticker activity

book with a simple story is perfect for busy little hands and a great introduction to life under the sea.Titles to

collect: Monsters, Dinosaurs, Baby Animals, Pirates, Fairies
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Penguin UK
9780241298701
Pub Date: 10/1/17
Ship Date: 10/1/17
$5.99/$6.50 Can./£2.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

16 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Activity Books
JNF001000
Series: Ladybird Readers

11.8 in H | 8.3 in W

Under the Oceans Activity Book - Ladybird Readers Level 4
Ladybird

Summary
Many animals live in the world's oceans. Find out about animals that hide, animals that live in the dark, and

animals with big teeth!

Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and

non-fiction, written for young learners of English as a foreign or second language.

Beautifully illustrated and carefully written, the series combines the best of Ladybird content with the

structured language progression that will help children develop their reading, writing, speaking, listening and

critical thinking skills.

The five levels of Readers and Activity Books follow the CEFR framework and include language activities that

provide preparation for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) Starters, Movers and Flyers exams.

Under the Oceans, a Level 4 Activity Book, is A2 in the CEFR framework and supports YLE Flyers exams. The

activities encourage children to practice longer sentences with up to three clauses, more complex past and

future tense structures, modal verbs and a wider variety of conjunctions.

Booklife
9781786370020
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$19.99/$26.99 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Animals
JNF003090
Series: Living Things & Their
Habitats

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W

Fish
Grace Jones

Contributor Bio
Grace Jones has edited more than 150 children's titles and has penned more than 40 nonfiction and fiction

titles on a diverse range of topics, including the Funny Faces series, Life Cycles series, and My Senses series.

Summary
This exciting new series helps the younger learner to identify and understand basic differences between

mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, insects, and amphibians and the particular body parts that help them to eat

and move. This series also explores the different habitats of these amazing creatures via the seven continents

that they live within.
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Inhabit Media
9781772271621
Pub Date: 12/1/17
Ship Date: 12/1/17
$15.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

28 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Animals
JNF003150
Series: Animals Illustrated

9 in H | 6.5 in W

Bowhead Whale
Joanasie Karpik

Contributor Bio
Joanasie Karpik is a respected Elder from Pangnirtung.

Summary
Animals Illustrated mixes fun-filled animal facts suitable for the youngest of readers with intricately detailed

illustrations to create a unique and beautiful collection of children’s nonfiction books on Arctic animals. Each

volume contains first-hand accounts from authors who live in the Arctic, along with interesting facts on the

behaviours and biology of each animal. In this book, kids will learn how bowheads raise their babies, where

they live, what they eat, and other interesting information, like how they can eat when they don't have any

teeth!

HarperCollins UK
9780008208905
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$8.99/£5.75 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

56 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 9 to 10
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Animals
JNF003150

1 in H | 1 in W

Collins Big Cat ? The Life Cycle of the Orca
Band 16/Sapphire

Moira Butterfield
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Albert Whitman & Company
9780807534021
Pub Date: 3/1/15
Ship Date: 2/1/15
$15.99/$20.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And
Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Animals
JNF003150

7 in H | 10.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

How to Spy on a Shark
Lori Haskins Houran, Francisca Marquez

Contributor Bio
Lori Haskins Houran likes to spy on sharks…from the safety of the beach! She and her two sons live near the

ocean in Florida, where they sometimes see sharks leaping right out of the water. She is the author of more

than twenty books for kids, including A Dozen Cousins and A Trip Into Space. Francisca Marquez is a

Mexican-born illustrator currently living in California. When not painting, Francisca enjoys hiking in the

mountains and swimming in the sea. She shares her studio with her cat, Popsicle.

A crew of scientists at sea use a camera-equipped robotic device to track a shark's movements through the

water.

Summary
Spend a day at sea tracking sharks—with the help of a robot! How do you spy on a shark? Join a team of

marine biologists as they head out in their boat to study mako sharks. They catch, tag, and release a young

mako, then follow it with a special robot that can track the shark on video! Simple, entertaining text and

bright, accurate illustrations bring science and technology to life, and additional pages of facts about sharks

follow the story. The latest book in this read-aloud science series is bound to make a splash with young

minds!

Egmont UK
9781405284936
Pub Date: 8/1/17
Ship Date: 8/1/17
$7.99/€4.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 6 to 8, Grades 1 to 3
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Science & Nature
JNF037070
Series: Reading Ladder

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W

Water Cycle
Malcolm Rose, Sean Sims

Contributor Bio
Malcolm Rose worked as a research scientist and a lecturer in Chemistry at The Open University before he

became a full-time writer. He has written more than 30 books for children and has won the Angus Book Award

twice and the Lancashire Children's Book of the Year award. Sean Sims is a talented and successful designer

and illustrator whose clients have included the BBC, the Guardian, the Sunday Times, Virgin, and Vodafone.

Summary
Discover fascinating facts about the water that we take for granted—where it comes from, why we need it,

and why dinosaurs may have splashed around in some of the water that comes out of the tap!
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Manitenahk Books
9780979685200
Pub Date: 9/1/08
$21.95/$24.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Sports & Recreation  / 
Canoeing
SPO010000

8 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

This Water Goes North
Dennis Weidemann

Contributor Bio
Dennis Weidemann is a canoeist, an educator, and the director of communications for a nonprofit

organization dedicated to preserving quiet places. He lives in Madison, Wisconsin.

Summary
From the tranquil farmland waters of Minnesota to the treacherous wilderness rapids of Manitoba, four young

men in two old canoes experience an adventure that every kid talks about, but few take. With leaky tents,

little experience, and no TV cameras or big-time sponsors, the lads set out in 1979 to paddle 1,400 miles

north to Hudson Bay. Why? Why not! Driven by a youthful sense of adventure, they took the chance of a

lifetime just to see what lay around the next turn. Sit in their canoe as they glide through smooth waters and

survive rushing rivers. Experience with them the desolation of true wilderness and go on humorous escapades

with local characters. With graceful storytelling, Dennis Weidemann weaves this richly diverse tale of near

disasters, splendid sunsets, bootleggers, Mounties, polar bears, and the indomitable spirit of youth. Share the

dream that still lives, and that will surely inspire others.

Scott & Nix, Inc.
9780982510230
Pub Date: 10/1/10
$29.95/$32.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Poster

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

3 ft H | 24 in W | 3.1 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Freshwater Gamefish of North America Poster
Joseph R. Tomelleri

Contributor Bio
Joseph R. Tomelleri is an illustrator whose work has appeared in About Trout, Cutthroat: Native Trout of the

West, Fishes of Alabama, and Trout and Salmon of North America. His work is featured in the Trout of North

America Eighteen Card Set and the Trout of North America Poster. He lives in Leawood, Kansas.

Summary
Composed of the finest illustrations of freshwater gamefish found in the United States and Canada, this

attractive assortment of 34 unique fish is ideal for anglers. Scientifically precise and stunningly beautiful, the

fish—shown in relative scale and arranged by family—have been reproduced at the highest fidelity to capture

the accuracy and splendor of the original artwork. With the inclusion of the top gamefish—bass, sunfish, pike,

trout, catfish, and beyond—this premium poster is the perfect gift for fishermen who wish to identify their

catch and appreciate the beauty of native North American freshwater quarry.
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Wild River Press
9780974642765
Pub Date: 2/1/07
$29.95/$40.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

188 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000
Series: Masters on the Fly
series

10 in H | 7 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

How to Catch the Biggest Trout of Your Life
Landon R. Mayer

Contributor Bio
Landon R. Mayer operates Extreme Fly Fishing, a professional guide company in the Rocky Mountains that

specializes in teaching anglers to target trophy trout. He lives in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Summary
This inspirational handbook demonstrates time-tested approaches to catching elusive, giant “trophy” trout.

Focusing on strategy and technique, this beautifully illustrated guide for both beginning and advanced fly

fishermen explains the best methods to employ when fishing for large trout. Tips on locating giant trout,

understanding the behavior of the species, and fooling the fish into biting are included.

Scott & Nix, Inc.
9780979903762
Pub Date: 10/1/09
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Cards

18 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

6 in H | 8 in W | 1.6 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Saltwater Gamefish of North America Eighteen Card Set
Flick Ford

Contributor Bio
Flick Ford is a musician, a graphic artist, an accomplished fly fisherman, and a painter. His fine art

illustrations have been featured in Big: The 50 Greatest World Record Catches and Fish: 77 Great Fish of

North America. He lives in Albany, New York.

Summary
Artfully capturing the distinct and luminescent details of the most popular and beautiful saltwater game fish

found along the coastal regions of northern America, this exquisite set of 18 note cards are comprised of the

unique painting reproductions of a world-renowned artist and dedicated angler. With three cards for each

subject—the striped bass, bonefish, false albacore, tarpon, redfish, and snook—the faithfully illustrated,

hard-fighting fish are printed on high-quality paper stock and presented in a sturdy keepsake case reminiscent

of a vintage cigar box. Classically crafted and beautifully detailed, this deluxe card set is the ideal gift for

appreciators of the world of nature, and a stylishly creative way to correspond with the passionate inshore

and offshore angler.
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Scott & Nix, Inc.
9780979903724
Pub Date: 10/1/09
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Poster

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

3 ft H | 24 in W | 2.3 ft T |
0.9 lb Wt

Trout of North America Poster
Joseph R. Tomelleri

Contributor Bio
Joseph R. Tomelleri is an illustrator whose work has appeared in About Trout, Cutthroat: Native Trout of the

West, Fishes of Alabama, and Trout and Salmon of North America. His work is featured in the Trout of North

America Eighteen Card Set and the Trout of North America Poster. He lives in Leawood, Kansas.

Summary
Masterfully illustrated and designed to capture the intricate details of 34 species of trout found in American

waters, this essential collection of elite angler quarry are dutifully presented on one delightful poster. With

faithful attention to detail and accuracy and representative in relative scale, each fish—from the tiny golden

trout to the massive steelhead—is painstakingly replicated at 40 percent of average size. Reflective of the

immense popularity of fishing among avid anglers throughout America and the world, and essential as a

reference for easy identification of each distinct species, this colorful and fastidiously accurate poster—by the

foremost authority on trout illustration in the country—is a truly remarkable addition to any fisherman’s

functional art collection.

Scott & Nix, Inc.
9780979903779
Pub Date: 10/1/09
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Cards

18 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

6 in H | 8 in W | 1.6 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Bluewater Gamefish of North America Eighteen Card Set
Flick Ford

Contributor Bio
Flick Ford is a fisherman and artist whose depictions of fish have been collected in Big: The 50 Greatest

World Record Catches and Fish: 77 Great Fish of North America. He lives in Albany, New York.

Summary
Featuring a variety of card-sized prints of hard-fighting bluewater game fish, this exquisite card collection

reproduces the beauty of these sublime creatures. With six species of fish—the blue marlin, sailfish, swordfish,

bluefin tuna, yellowfin tuna, and dolphinfish—this card set makes a perfect gift for passionate inshore and

offshore anglers. Each illustration is reproduced from an original painting, finely printed on high-quality paper

stock, and presented in a colorful and sturdy keepsake box.
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Chicago Review Press
9781556524813
Pub Date: 4/1/03
$18.95/$20.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000
Series: Sporting's Best Short
Stories series

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1.1
lb Wt

Fishing's Best Short Stories
Paul D. Staudohar

Contributor Bio
Paul D. Staudohar is the editor of six other collections of sports short stories including Baseball's Best Short

Stories, Boxing's Best Short Stories, Sports Best Short Stories, Football's Best Short Stories, Golf's Best Short

Stories, and Hunting's Best Short Stories. He is a professor of business administration at California State

University at Hayward. He lives in Lafayette, California.

Summary
These 25 unforgettable fishing stories boast fast action, dramatic plot twists, and intriguing characters, from

the sinister to the hilarious. Spanning the entire 20th century, they offer a bounty of fishing adventures: the

solitary sportsman casting in a fast trout stream; expensive ocean charters seeking grouper; a couple of kids

with bamboo poles and high hopes for the big one. The world-class authors include Stephen King, Bob

Shacochis, Thomas McGuane, and E. Annie Proulx; timeless storytellers such as Guy de Maupassant and the

Brothers Grimm; and early- and mid-century favorites like Stephen Vincent Benét, Philip Wylie, Henry Van

Dyke, and others. Sports enthusiasts and story lovers alike will find this collection irresistible.

Wild River Press
9780974642741
Pub Date: 5/28/06
$39.95/$59.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

157 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000
Series: Masters on the Fly
series

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

A New Generation of Trout Flies
From Midges to Mammals for Rocky Mountain Trout

Scott Sanchez

Contributor Bio
Scott Sanchez is the fly-tying columnist for American Angler Magazine. He lives in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.

Summary
Twenty innovative yet highly practical fly-tying patterns from the heart of Rocky Mountain trout country are

presented in this elegant guide that features exceptionally clear and colorful step-by-step photographs. With

passion, knowledge, and humor, this milestone in the evolution of trout flies presents patterns that are easily

replicable with materials that are readily available from neighborhood fly shops.
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Wild River Press
9780974642727
Pub Date: 10/1/07
$59.95/$81.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000
Series: Masters on the Fly
series

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.3 in T
| 4.8 lb Wt

Fly Fishing for Striped Bass
Rich Murphy

Contributor Bio
Rich Murphy is a hydraulic engineer and a featured speaker at fly-fishing clubs on the East Coast. He lives in

Georgetown, Massachusetts.

Summary
The average angler can enjoy the sport of fly fishing for the rebounding populations of striped bass as they

migrate from the Carolinas to Maine with this practical guide to tackle, casting and retrieving techniques,

striper behavior and biology, and habitat-specific fishing tactics. Remarkable close-up and underwater photos

of the bass in their natural marine environments, spectacular satellite photos of the coastal waters of New

England, and photographs of 33 original fly designs round out the presentation.

Wild River Press
9780974642772
Pub Date: 4/1/09
$24.95/$24.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

5 in H | 7 in W | 0.7 in T | 1
lb Wt

100 Best Flies for Montana Trout
Thomas R. Pero, Ted Fauceglia

Contributor Bio
Thomas R. Pero is an avid fly fisherman and the former award-winning editor of Trout magazine. He served

as founding editor of Fish & Fly and Wild Steelhead & Atlantic Salmon. He lives in Mill Creek, Washington. Ted

Fauceglia is a freelance photographer and writer. His work has been featured in American Angler, Field &

Stream, and Montana Outdoors. He lives in Sharpsville, Pennsylvania.

Summary
Outlining the 100-best traditional and innovative trout flies specifically designed for Montana's lakes and

rivers, this guidebook features superb photographs and accessible instructions, making it an ideal companion

for any fly-fishing enthusiast. With authentic advice from six notable fly designers and knowledgeable anglers,

this authoritative resource covers all types of bait—from dry flies, nymphs, and streamers to midges,

terrestrials, scuds, and sow bugs.
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Scott & Nix, Inc.
9780982510278
Pub Date: 10/1/10
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Poster

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

17.8 in H | 17.8 in W | 2 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Classic Flyfishing Patterns
Ernest G. Schwiebert

Contributor Bio
Ernest G. Schwiebert Jr. was a regular contributor to Esquire, Field & Stream, Fly Fisherman, the New York

Times, and Sports Afield and the illustrator and the author of Death of a River-keeper; Nymphs Volumes I and

II, Revised Editions; Remembrance of Rivers Past; and Trout.

Summary
Featuring dozens of delicate illustrations of classic mayfly and caddis fly patterns, this exquisite collection

showcases an array of flyfishing essentials. With meticulously rendered pencil drawings of both artificial wet

and dry flies used across North America—including full-hackled duns, emergers, spinners, and larvae—each

illustration exemplifies the artist’s high level of attention to detail. From the Great Leadwing Coachman and

Pale Yellow Drake to the Dark Hendrickson, each fly is clearly labeled and guaranteed to fascinate fly anglers

at any level of experience. Beautifully reproduced in full color, this handsome display is a fantastic reference

for any fisherman.

Author Photo - 1

Schaffner Press, Inc.
9780982433287
Pub Date: 6/1/10
$16.95/$18.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

8 in H | 5 in W | 1 in T | 0.9
lb Wt

Contributor Images

Red Summer
The Danger and Madness of Commercial Salmon Fishing in Alaska

Bill Carter

Contributor Bio
Bill Carter is a former commercial fisherman and an award-winning documentary filmmaker and

photographer. He has written for Men’s Journal, Outside, Rolling Stone, and Spin and is the author of Fools

Rush In. His documentary film, Miss Sarajevo, was awarded the International Monitor Award, the Golden Hugo

Award, and the Maverick Director Award. He lives in Bisbee, Arizona.

Summary
Painting a visceral portrait of the life of commercial fishermen in the remote Eskimo village of Egekik, Alaska,

this intense memoir depicts the author's four summers spent with a crew of seasonal salmon netters.

Distinguishing itself from a typical adventure, this recollection relates the unforgiving supervision of the

experienced female crew-chief, who along with her rugged shipmates lives by the credo: do the work or

leave. From an encounter with an overly-inquisitive grizzly bear and being swamped by a mother-ship in open

waters to the customary run-ins with colorful locals, this record is certain to appeal to adventurers, nature

lovers, and armchair travelers alike. In the tradition of Jon Krakauer, Peter Matthiessen, and Sebastien Junger,

this is an honest and vivid story of what it means to leave so-called civilization behind for a life full of danger,

excitement, untold beauty, and physically grueling work.
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Wild River Press
9780974642796
Pub Date: 4/1/10
$24.95/$24.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Travel  /  United States
TRV025120
Series: 100 Best Flies

5 in H | 7 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

100 Best Flies for Colorado Trout
Thomas R. Pero, Ted Fauceglia

Contributor Bio
Thomas R. Pero is an avid fly fisherman and a former award-winning editor of Trout magazine. He served as

founding editor of Fish & Fly and Wild Steelhead & Atlantic Salmon. He lives in Mill Creek, Washington. Ted

Fauceglia is a freelance photographer and writer. His work has been featured in American Angler, Field &

Stream, and Montana Outdoors. He lives in Sharpsville, Pennsylvania.

Summary
Outlining the dozens of traditional and innovative trout flies specifically designed for Colorado's lakes and

rivers, this guidebook features superb photographs and accessible instructions, making it an ideal companion

for any fly-fishing enthusiast. With authentic advice from six notable fly designers and knowledgeable anglers,

this authoritative resource covers all types of bait—from dry flies, nymphs, and streamers to midges,

terrestrials, scuds, and sow bugs.

Scott & Nix, Inc.
9780982510254
Pub Date: 4/1/10
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Poster

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 35
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

17.8 in H | 17.8 in W | 2.3 ft
T | 0.8 lb Wt

Sunfishes of North America
Joseph R. Tomelleri

Contributor Bio
Joseph R. Tomelleri is an illustrator whose work has appeared in About Trout, Cutthroat: Native Trout of the

West, Fishes of Alabama, and Trout and Salmon of North America. His work is featured in the Trout of North

America Eighteen Card Set and the Trout of North America Poster. He lives in Leawood, Kansas.

Summary
Accurately illustrated to capture the intricate detail of 15 different types of sunfishes, this essential collection

of “sunnies” is artfully presented on one charming poster. Featuring stunningly beautiful reproductions, these

ordinary North American fishes are arranged by relative scale and include both the common and scientific

names. A favorite among fisherman for their tenacious and catchable nature and for the nostalgia associated

with what many remember as their first fish, this celebration of America’s best-loved fishes is ideal for

identification and will enhance any angler's art collection.
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Wild River Press
9780984227181
Pub Date: 4/1/12
$25.00/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

244 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

6 in H | 9 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

100 Best Flies for Atlantic Salmon
Topher Browne, Ted Fauceglia

Contributor Bio
Topher Browne is a former salmon fishing guide who writes for the Atlantic Salmon Journal. An expert fly tier,

he has taught fly casting at L.L. Bean and stars in the DVD Spey to Z. He lives in Portland, Maine. Ted

Fauceglia is a professional fly-fishing photographer. His previous book was Mayflies. He lives in Sharpsville,

Pennsylvania.

Summary
Celebrated salmon-fishing experts from across the globe contribute to this collection that showcases the very

best contemporary fly patterns from Canada, Scotland, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Russia, and Germany.

Featuring many tube flies that demonstrate a wide range of cutting-edge designs, this outdoor companion

illustrates the most effective modern salmon flies inspired by rivers on both sides of the Atlantic. The guide is

conveniently organized according to the four principal methods of fishing for Atlantic salmon—dry fly, riffling

hitch, wet fly, and sunk fly—and the instructions for each is accompanied by a color photograph of a flawlessly

tied sample. Perfect for fishing trips, this handy reference contains 10 bonus patterns and comes with a

durable laminated cover made to resist wear and tear.

Wild River Press
9780989523639
Pub Date: 4/1/17
Ship Date: 4/1/17
$75.00/$101.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

580 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Sports & Recreation  / 
Fishing
SPO014000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.7 in T
| 5.9 lb Wt

Blue Marlin Magic
Steve Campbell, Thomas R. Pero

Contributor Bio
Steve Campbell is a well-known sport-fishing captain in New Zealand and the South Pacific, where he

operates an International Big Game Fishing Lodge in the remote Kingdom of Tonga.

Summary
Among many groundbreaking revelations included in this book, Steve Campbell explodes the myth of blue

marlin as solitary hunters. By towing a fisheye video camera to better understand blue marlin, he discovered

their unique “strike-and-flight” feeding behavior. This led him to incorporate special designs in his hook rigs to

significantly improve hook-ups and decrease drop-offs. Campbell’s highly original observations and fishing

strategies are based on the carefully recorded catches of an astonishing 1,700+ blue marlin to his boat since

2000, of which 96 percent were released safely. This unprecedented book is nearly 600 pages, printed in

vibrant color in gorgeous large format. With more than 1,000 stunning color photographs and original

illustrations, it is by far the most complete and finest book on the subject ever published.
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Birlinn Ltd
9781780270340
Pub Date: 5/1/12
$12.99/$17.99 Can.
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

184 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Hebridean Sharker
Tex Geddes

Contributor Bio
Tex Geddes served in the Special Forces and Seaforth Highlanders of the British Army during World War II,

and at other times in his life tried his hand at various jobs, including boxer, lumberjack, rum-smuggler, and

pony breeder. He owned the Island of Soay of the Inner Hebrides of Scotland.

Summary
In this thrilling memoir, Tex Geddes describes his exploits as a hunter of basking sharks in the waters of the

Minch during the 1950s, between the Inner and Outer Hebrides of Scotland. Using an adapted whaling

harpoon, Geddes stalked these huge fish, often in perilous conditions, and engaged in other activities as well,

such as crewing the local lifeboat, ring-net fishing, lobstering, deer-stalking, and salmon poaching. A

fascinating examination of life in the Hebrides in the 20th century from a one-of-a-kind storyteller lauded for

his unpredictable, cowboy-like antics, this autobiography is full of adventures and fantastic descriptions of a

seagoing life in the islands.

Summersdale
9781849532013
Pub Date: 5/11/12
$16.95/$21.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

432 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

8 in H | 5 in W | 1.2 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The Lonely Sea and the Sky
Sir Francis Chichester

Contributor Bio
Sir Francis Chichester (1901 - 1972), aviator and sailor, was knighted by Queen Elizabeth II for becoming

the first person to sail single-handed around the world by the clipper route, and the fastest circumnavigator,

in nine months and one day overall.

Summary
The complete autobiography of the great adventurer Sir Francis Chichester, the first and fastest man

to singlehandedly circumnavigate the globe

Aged 18 and with a taste for adventure, Francis Chichester emigrated to New Zealand with ten pounds in his

pocket. He tried his hand at a number of ill-fated careers—a boxer, shepherd, lumberjack, and gold

prospector, to name a few—before returning to England. Having qualified as a pilot, in 1929 he embarked on

his most famous solo flight in the de Havilland Gipsy Moth from England to Australia. Shortly afterward, he

survived a near-death catastrophe in an attempt to fly solo around the world. Turning to sailing, he won the

first single-handed transatlantic yacht race in Gipsy Moth III, despite having been diagnosed with cancer two

years previously. In 1967, he became the first person to sail around the world solo from west to east via the

great capes. Here, his entire life—including his greatest failures and successes—are told by the man who

experienced it all firsthand. A foreword from his son, Giles Chichester, is also included.
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Robert Hale
9780719810589
Pub Date: 4/1/14
$35.00/$38.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Sports
BIO016000

9.5 in H | 6 in W | 1.7 lb Wt

G.E.M. Skues
The Man of the Nymph

Tony Hayter

Contributor Bio
Tony Hayter is the author of F.M. Halford and the Dry-Fly Revolution.

Summary
A magisterial biography of the man widely regarded as the most interesting and innovative fly

fisherman of the 20th century, based on research into primary sources

The most innovative fly-fishing angler of modern times, G. E. M. Skues spearheaded and near-singlehandedly

developed the technique of below-surface fly-fishing for trout with nymphs. His pioneering example is now

followed by anglers worldwide. During the six years of research and writing for this volume, Tony Hayter

traveled widely in Europe and the U.S. to unearth a treasure trove of original and hitherto unpublished

material, which throws new light on the life of this great man. Packed with fascinating detail, the book

explores many hitherto unrevealed facets of Skues' life and for the first time sets into proper perspective his

early clash with fishing author Frederic Halford, as well as his inevitable collision with the diehard dry-fly

purists in 1938. Also detailed for the first time through voluminous unpublished correspondence is the major

influence Skues had on anglers in Europe and the U.S., culminating in his ele...

Pimpernel Press
9781910258439
Pub Date: 8/1/15
Ship Date: 8/1/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Seasonal
CKB077000

9 in H | 8 in W | 1.8 lb Wt

Beside the Seaside
Carolyn Caldicott, Chris Caldicott

Contributor Bio
Chris Caldicott and Carolyn Caldicott owned and ran the World Food Cafe in London's Covent Garden for

many years, serving delicious vegetarian street food from recipes collected on their travels. The are the

coauthors of World Food Cafe and they have been featured on the Food Channel and have been guests on

America's Live Kitchen. Chris is a freelance photographer and writer for such publications as Conde Nast

Traveller, GQ, Harper's Bazaar, House and Garden, the New York Times, Tatler, and Vanity Fair. Carolyn has

written for Elle magazine, and is the author of Bombay Lunchbox, Comfort, and Vintage Tea Party.

Summary
The team behind World Food Café offer incredible photography and perfect summer recipes for the

beach lifestyle

Carolyn Caldicott’s mouthwatering recipes for fish and shellfish, picnics and packed lunches, beachside

barbecues, homemade ice-cream—and more—combine with Chris Caldicott’s magical photographs to evoke

glowing memories of long, lazy bucket-and-spade days, of crabbing and rock-pooling, sandcastles, seagulls,

and sunsets.Watermelon Gazpacho, Seabass Tajine, Thai Moules with Coconut Milk, or Chili Chocolate Ice

Cream, anyone?
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Leete'S Island Books
9780918172570
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Nature  /  Ecology
NAT010000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 in T |
1.5 lb Wt

The Once and Future Ocean
Notes Toward a New Hydraulic Society

Peter Neill

Contributor Bio
Peter Neill is Founder and Director of the World Ocean Observatory, a web-based place of exchange about

the ocean and its relation to climate, fresh water, food, energy, health, security, economic development,

policy, governance, and cultural traditions. He is the past Director of the Connecticut Marine Science

Consortium, the Maritime Preservation Program at the US National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the

South Street Seaport Museum (New York). He is the author of three novels, numerous books on maritime art,

history, and literature, and the ongoing audio feature, World Ocean Radio, available as a blog, podcast, and in

distribution in the US and around the world in six languages.

Summary
Peter Neill’s The Once and Future Ocean aspires to do nothing less than transform our relationship with the

world’s most promising and imperiled natural element: the ocean and the inter-connected cycles of water,

essential for all aspects of human survival in the 21st century. A successor to the work of Rachael Carson,

Aldo Leopold, and Jonathan Schell, The Once and Future Ocean is ambitious in scope yet grounded in

actionable, specific ideas and solutions for preserving the health of the world ocean. It explores the ocean's

impact on climate, fresh water, food, energy, health, security, sustainable development, community living, and

cultural traditions. Neill proposes a new paradigm for value and social behavior around which to build a new

post-industrial, post-consumption global community. This fundamental shift is directed toward the creation of

a “new hydraulic society” wherein water in all its cycles and conveyances will determine how we live – from

our buildings and cities to the structures of governance in an increasingly populated world. Neill calls for a

new ocean ethic and ...

Leete'S Island Books
9780918172563
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$18.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Nature  /  Ecology
NAT010000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

The Once and Future Ocean
Notes Toward a New Hydraulic Society

Peter Neill

Contributor Bio
Peter Neill is Founder and Director of the World Ocean Observatory, a web-based place of exchange about

the ocean and its relation to climate, fresh water, food, energy, health, security, economic development,

policy, governance, and cultural traditions. He is the past Director of the Connecticut Marine Science

Consortium, the Maritime Preservation Program at the US National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the

South Street Seaport Museum (New York). He is the author of three novels, numerous books on maritime art,

history, and iiterature, and the ongoing audio feature, World Ocean Radio.

Summary
Peter Neill’sThe Once and Future Ocean aspires to do nothing less than transform our relationship with the

world’s most promising and imperiled natural element: the ocean and the inter-connected cycles of water,

essential for all aspects of human survival in the 21st century. A successor to Rachael Carson’s The Sea

Around Us, Aldo Leopold’s Sand County Almanac, and Jonathan Schell’s The Fate of the Earth, The Once and

Future Ocean is ambitious in scope yet grounded in actionable, specific ideas and solutions for preserving the

health of the world ocean. It explores the ocean's impact on climate, fresh water, food, energy, health,

security, sustainable development, community living, and cultural traditions. Beginning with a discursive

analysis of the most pertinent issues relating to the present condition of both land and sea, Neill provides a

persuasive argument for “why the ocean matters” and how its sustainability and careful use, from

mountain-top to abyssal plain, can establish a new paradigm for value and social behavior around which to

build a new post-industrial, post-consumpt...
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Fulcrum Publishing

9781555917630

Pub Date: 10/1/12

$16.95/$19.95 Can./£11.99

UK/€12.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

B&W photos throughout

Carton Qty: 52

Print Run: 5K

Ages 10 to 90, Grades 4 And

Up

Nature  /  Ecosystems &

Habitats

NAT029000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

Tales of a River Rat
Adventures Along the Wild Mississippi

Kenny Salwey

Contributor Bio
Kenny Salwey is the last of a breed of men whose lifestyle has all but disappeared in this fast-paced,

high-tech digital world. For thirty years, this weathered woodsman eked out a living on the Mississippi River,

running a trapline, hiring out as a river guide, digging and selling roots and herbs, and eating the food he

hunted and fished. Today, Salwey is a master storyteller, environmental educator, keynote speaker, nature

writer, and advocate for the Upper Mississippi River. He has presented his true-life adventures and words of

natural world wisdom to both adult and young audiences across the Upper Midwest. By sharing his

hard-learned experiences, his respect for the Mississippi River, and his love of the natural world, Salwey hopes

to inspire his audiences to protect this precious and fragile ecosystem.

Tales of history, wildlife, and the Mississippi River with the Last River Rat, Kenny Salwey.

Summary
In Tales of a River Rat, famed storyteller and self-described hermit Kenny Salwey informs and entertains

readers as he weaves his life story on the Mississippi River. Salwey knows the river ecosystem with an

intimacy unavailable to most. Here he shares his love of and knowledge about the mighty river in an

accessible manner sure to appeal to all ages.

Noah Publications

9780991397259

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$17.95/$21.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Postcard Book or Pack

20 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Non-Classifiable

NON000000

7 in H | 5 in W | 1 in T | 0.9

lb Wt

Wooden Boats Note Cards
by Benjamin Mendlowitz

Benjamin Mendlowitz

Contributor Bio
Benjamin Mendlowitz has devoted his professional life to capturing the magic of wooden boats in color

photography. He is well known throughout the boating world for his contributions to nautical magazines. He

has published his Calendar of Wooden Boats annually since 1983; it has won numerous awards for

photography, design, and printing.

Summary
This note card collection features five each of four memorable images of wooden boats, both sailing vessels

and motorboats. 20 cards, five each of four designs are included. All cards measure 5" x 7", are blank inside,

and come in a portfolio style box with envelopes. Beautifully printed in full color on quality stock.
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Fields Publishing

9780996076708

Pub Date: 5/1/15

Ship Date: 5/1/15

$49.99/$59.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

116 Pages

Carton Qty: 8

Photography  /  Subjects &

Themes

PHO023040

11 in H | 12 in W | 3.1 lb Wt

Truro Light
A Journey from Ocean to Bay

Joseph Schuyler, Rowland Scherman

Contributor Bio
Joseph Schuyler has had a 30-year career as a photographer. His work has been exhibited in numerous

museums and galleries and published American Photographer, Photo District News, Rangefinder, and Zoom

International, amongst others. His photographs received two Kodak Golden Light Awards in portraiture and

landscape. He lives in Delmar, New York. Rowland Scherman was a former darkroom apprentice at Life

magazine and the first photographer for the newly formed Peace Corps in 1961. His photographs have

appeared in Life, Look, National Geographic, Paris Match, Playboy, and Time, among other publications. He

won a Grammy Award in 1968 for his photograph cover of Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits, and his published

collections include Elvis Is Everywhere and Love Letters. The documentary film Eye on the 60s, an intimate

portrait of former Life photographer Rowland Scherman and how his photographic eye captured the essence of

America's most remarkable decade is an authentic piece of American History.

He lives in Cape Cod, Massachusetts.

Summary
For the past decade, photographer Joseph Schuyler has trained his lens on Truro, a 300-year-old

Massachusetts village that occupies a narrow strip between the Atlantic Ocean in the east and Cape Cod Bay

in the west. Protected from enriching development by the Cape Cod National Seashore, Truro—called Pamet or

Payomet by the Wampanoag people who first settled there—has the feel of a secret paradise. In between the

two shores, there are freshwater glacial ponds, the winding Pamet River, tidal marshlands, a natural harbor,

sloping hills and formidable dunes, oaks and shrub pines, flowers, birds, and ever changing light. In Truro

Light, Schuyler makes a journey through his cherished but always surprising landscape, beginning with

sunrise over the ocean and ending with nighttime at the bay.

Fields Publishing

9780996076760

Pub Date: 8/1/16

Ship Date: 8/1/16

$13.95/$16.95 Can.

Discount Code: CAL

Wall Calendar

28 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Photography  /  Subjects &

Themes

PHO019000

12 in H | 12 in W | 0.2 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

2017 Provincetown and the National Seashore
Charles Fields

Contributor Bio
Charles Fields is a photographer with more than 40 years of experience and a member of the Photography

Arts Collective, the Provincetown Art Association, and the American Society of Media Photographers Inc. He is

the photographer and author of Cape Cod and the National Seashore, Carnival–Provincetown, Provincetown

and the National Seashore, Nantucket, Martha’s Vineyard, and Vietnam Journeys. His work has been featured

in numerous shows and galleries in New York and throughout New England. He lives in North Truro,

Massachusetts.

Summary
Seasonal landscape photographs of a quaint, resort town on the tip of Cape Cod are included in this 12-month

calendar. The captivating images—including those of dunes, lighthouses, and beaches—capture the charming

essence of this popular tourist destination. Marked with all major holidays and moon phases and with ample

space for noting appointments, meetings, and social events, this collection makes a special, year-round gift

for visitors and locals to the area.
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Awa Press

9781877551857

Pub Date: 10/1/13

$17.95/$21.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 72

Sports & Recreation  / 

Sailing

SPO036000

Series: The Ginger series

7.3 in H | 5 in W | 0.4 lb Wt

How to Sail a Boat
Matt Vance

Contributor Bio
Matt Vance is a New Zealand–based writer, artist, and filmmaker who specializes in quirky tales from the

South Pacific, Southern Ocean, and Antarctica. His stories and photographs have appeared in NZ Listener,

Sunday Star-Times, and Wilderness magazine.

Summary
To sail a boat is a magical, and sometimes mystical, experience. The sailor is free from the cares of life on

land, entirely absorbed in the enterprise of moving a craft across the water. For the uninitiated, though,

willingly putting oneself at the mercy of nature’s unpredictable forces, winds, waves, and weather can seem

quite daunting. Here, Matt Vance takes readers inside the mind of a sailor, from the first scary moment of

handling a boat solo to the exhilaration of sailing across oceans and discovering new worlds. His stories and

those of his fellow madmen will captivate sailors young and old and have landlubbers yearning for the blue

horizon.

Tiller Publishing

9781888671254

Pub Date: 2/1/09

$19.95/$21.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 44

Sports & Recreation  / 

Sailing

SPO036000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

Catboats
From the Boards of the Benford Design Group

Jay Benford

Contributor Bio
Jay Benford has been sailing and designing catboats for half a century. He is the author of Cruising Designs,

Pocket Cruisers & Tabloid Yachts/1, Small Craft Plans, and Small Ships. He lives in St. Michaels, Maryland.

Summary
A collection of inventive catboat designs, from the boards of the Benford Design Group, ranging from 17' to

22' long. Both centerboard and keel designs are shown. All have cabins and cruising accommodations, and

have classic, traditional styling. Alternate rigs are also included for some of the designs plus photos of the

completed boats.
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Triumph Books

9781629370217

Pub Date: 2/1/15

Ship Date: 2/1/15

$16.95/$18.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

320 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Sports & Recreation  / 

Triathlon

SPO048000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 lb Wt

The Race Within
Passion, Courage, and Sacrifice at the Ultraman Triathlon

Jim Gourley, Hillary Biscay

Contributor Bio
Jim Gourley is an endurance sports journalist whose work appears in various publications and is regularly

featured on the website of Foreign Policy Magazine. He is the author of Faster: Demystifying the Science of

Triathlon Speed. He lives in El Paso, Texas. Hillary Biscay is the Ultraman World Champion and one of the

most prolific iron-distance competitors in the professional women’s racing circuit, having completed over 60

Ironman triathlons. She lives in Tucson, Arizona.

Summary
The Ultraman Triathlon, one of the most remarkable endurance races in the world, is a three-day, 320-mile

race that circumnavigates the Big Island of Hawaii. With only 40 competitors allowed in each year, this

invitation-only event hosts some of the most superlative athletes on the planet. The Race Within discusses the

30-year history of the sport and race director Jane Bockus, former Pan Am flight attendant who has never

done a triathlon, yet has dedicated herself to keeping the event true to its founding spirit for decades. This

book follows Jane, her assistants, and a small cast of athletes through an entire year—from the end of the

2012 Ultraman to the 2013 event—and shows how they faced new challenges to the growth and well-being of

the event, and were forced to question if old traditions could survive in a world of constantly-evolving sports

entertainment. Granted full access to the race and the athletes, author Jim Gourley presents a look at this

unique event and examines what it means to truly love sports.

Tracks Publishing

9781884654060

Pub Date: 8/1/96

$11.95/$17.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Sports & Recreation  /  Water

Sports

SPO051000

Series: Start-Up Sports

series

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

Longboarder's Start-Up
A Guide to Longboard Surfing

Doug Werner

Contributor Bio
Doug Werner is the author of several books in the Start-Up Sports series, including Bowler's Start-Up,

Boxer's Start-Up, Golfer's Start-Up, and Snowboarder's Start-Up. He has been interviewed on CNN, and his

books have appeared on ESPN. He lives in San Diego, California.

Summary
Design innovations and a new appreciation for the grace and poise of surfing a longer board has lifted the art

of longboarding back into the limelight and more importantly, back into the minds of serious surfers who are

looking to expand their wave riding experience. The first-half of this guide covers the basics of longboard

equipment, wave selection, courtesy, and surfing technique through standing up. The second part gets into

intermediate and advanced longboarding skills including: cross-stepping, trimming, turning, turning

maneuvers, essential noseriding, and finally, some of the breathtaking tricks that the pros execute so

flawlessly. The key points are brought home with a stripped down text and photos featuring some of the best

longboard surfers on earth, including Ted Robinson, Colin McPhillips, Jeff Kramer and Mark Stewart.
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Tracks Publishing

9781884654121

Pub Date: 6/1/99

$11.95/$17.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 76

Sports & Recreation  /  Water

Sports

SPO051000

Series: Start-Up Sports

series

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

Surfer's Start-Up (2nd Edition)

A Beginner's Guide to Surfing

Doug Werner

Contributor Bio
Doug Werner has been a surfer for over 25 years. He is the author of all nine books in the Start-Up series.

He lives in San Diego, California.

Summary
Recommended by the United States Surfing Federation as a book that every beginning surfer should read, this

instructional guide details the basics of surfing gear, conditions, safety, etiquette, and history. Written by

someone who went through the learning process, topics are covered with just enough detail to get the reader

riding the waves quickly and safely. It teaches the beginner surfer the fundamentals of the sport; what to

expect in the first days of learning; and how to cope with waves, learning frustrations, and crowds. This

edition has been updated with the latest information on equipment, technique, and resources.

Tiller Publishing

9781888671483

Pub Date: 4/1/17

Ship Date: 4/1/17

$39.95/$53.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

328 Pages

Carton Qty: 13

Transportation  /  Ships &

Shipbuilding

TRA006000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.8 in T

| 2 lb Wt

Yacht Designs
William Garden

Contributor Bio
William Garden was a self-confessed recluse who lived and worked in British Columbia. His island workshop,

Toad's Landing, was a haven of boat design and boatbuilding. Bill Garden's work is an inspiration to

succeeding generations of yacht designers.

Summary
Garden's career as both a yacht designer and builder spanned well over six decades and untold hundreds of

boats. Garden's writing style is just as far-ranging and eclectic as his boats, whimsical and informative, light-

hearted yet solidly grounded, serious, thought-provoking and thoroughly engaging. The original edition of

Yacht Designs was published in 1977 and, after several printings, had gone completely out of print. Bill

Garden revised and expanded the essays from the original edition and added over 30 more boats, many never

before published, and even a few dream ships that were never built. Each essay is as different as the boat it

describes, sometimes explaining the building process or a particular aspect of it in detail, or the events that

led to a design, or the individuals involved, or the evolution of a yacht type, or Bill's own unique outlook on

life and the boats he loved. Discover why Bill Garden has been an inspiration to succeeding generations of

yacht designers!
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Tiller Publishing

9781888671377

Pub Date: 10/1/01

$24.95/$24.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Travel  /  Reference

TRV021000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.6 in T

| 1.3 lb Wt

Voyaging on a Small Income (2nd Edition)

Annie Hill

Contributor Bio
Annie Hill has, since 1975, cruised and lived on a number of unusual sailing craft and has now sailed over

125,000 miles, crossing the Atlantic 16 times and visiting a variety of countries from the Arctic to the

Antarctic. She continues voyaging on a small income.

Summary
Maintaining that there is little preventing one from cruising the world by boat, this book provides practical

ideas for turning one's dreams of life at sea into reality, with suggestions for preplanning and simplifying one's

life.

Book Club Productions

9780977778195

Pub Date: 5/1/12

$17.99/$21.99 Can.

Discount Code: SPT

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2

Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals

JUV002070

Series: Mountain Dog Books

0.8 lb Wt

A Beach Day for Hannah
Linda Petrie Bunch

Contributor Bio
Linda Petrie Bunch has taught classes in internet design, instructional design, and image manipulation at

colleges and universities. Since 1996, she has owned an internet development and video business, Core

Interactive Media. An avid outdoor photographer and oil painter, she has created documentaries, directed

political advertisements, and serves on the boards of nonprofit organizations such as Planned Parenthood and

the Denver Film Society. She has loved—and been loved by—Bernese Mountain Dogs for more than 20 years.

She lives in Denver.

Summary
The bouncy antics of Hannah, the Bernese Mountain Dog, are transferred from the Colorado snow to the

California beaches of Carmel in this award-winning visual feast of a picture book. In her second adventure,

Hannah tests the ocean waters, crafts sand creations on the beach, and investigates her talents navigating

the surf with board and sail. Kids will love to watch the cute canine hero frolic through gorgeous photographs

on one of the prettiest beaches in America. This book received a 2014 National Book Finalist Award for

Children's Literature.
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Craigmore Creations

9781940052083

Pub Date: 8/1/14

On Sale Date: 6/20/14

Ship Date: 8/1/14

$17.99/$21.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2

Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals

JUV002140

8 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.7 lb Wt

Alex the Ant Goes to the Beach
Eric Wayne Dickey, Abbey Paccia

Contributor Bio
Eric Wayne Dickey is a writer whose poetry and translations have been published in Rhino, West Wind

Review, and International Poetry Review. He is a coeditor of Pacifica: Poetry International. He lives in Salem,

Oregon. Abbey Paccia is a storyboard artist, designer, and animator, and the illustrator of Someday. She

lives in Portland, Oregon.

Summary
Incorporating adventure and science, this picture book introduces ant ecology while celebrating

industry and collaboration

A young and curious ant named Alex aspires to be a great scout for Queen Aziza. He dons his sailor suit and

eagerly volunteers as a lookout for the beach work crew. Along the way, Alex is warned by Aloysius, the old

sea captain, about the dangers that lurk in the world outside the safety of their home.

Graffeg

9781910862452

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$14.99/$18.99 Can./£6.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover Picture Book

36 Pages

Carton Qty: 15

Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K

Juvenile Fiction  /  Concepts

JUV009080

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.5 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Into the Blue
Nicola Davies, Abbie Cameron

Contributor Bio
Nicola Davies is a bestselling children's author whose books include One Tiny Turtle, Bat Loves the Night,

Outside Your Window, Ice Bear, and The Promise, which was declared one of the best picture books of the

year by the New York Times. Abbie Cameron is a recent graduate of University of South Wales Trinity Saint

David.

Summary
Follow a young adventurer as she treks through the jungle, dives deep down into the sea, and climbs high up

into the trees. Into the Blue features delightful characters from the deep blue sea, and is fully illustrated in

color by exciting new illustrator Abbie Cameron.
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Pan Macmillan

9781509818716

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$9.99/£4.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2

Juvenile Fiction  /  Mermaids

JUV066000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.3 in T |

0.2 lb Wt

The Shell Princess
Gwyneth Rees

Contributor Bio
Gwyneth Rees is a child and adolescent psychiatrist and the author of the Cosmo series and the Fairy Dust

series.

Summary
Down in the watery blue depths of the ocean is Tingle Reef, home to young mermaid Rani and a whole host of

fishy friends! It's an underwater world of magic and mystery—where Rani's adventures are about to begin.

Rani has always known that she's different from the rest of her family. Her flowing red hair and glowing

amber eyes stand out from the other mermaids, who have golden hair and eyes like the sea. But Rani's about

to find out that she's more different than she realized—she's got magic powers!

Pan Macmillan

9781509818709

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$9.99/£4.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2

Juvenile Fiction  /  Mermaids

JUV066000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.3 in T |

0.2 lb Wt

Rani's Sea Spell
Gwyneth Rees

Contributor Bio
Gwyneth Rees is a child and adolescent psychiatrist and the author of the Cosmo series and the Fairy Dust

series.

Summary
Down in the watery blue depths of the ocean is Tingle Reef, home to young mermaid Rani and a whole host of

fishy friends! It's an underwater world of magic and mystery—where Rani's adventures are about to begin.

Rani has always known that she's different from the rest of her family. Her flowing red hair and glowing

amber eyes stand out from the other mermaids, who have golden hair and eyes like the sea. But Rani's about

to find out that she's more different than she realized—she's got magic powers!
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Natural History Museum,

London

9780565092573

Pub Date: 12/1/13

$6.99/$7.99 Can./£4.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

14 Pages

Carton Qty: 90

Ages 4 to 6, Grades P to 1

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Activity Books

JNF001000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 lb

Wt

Ocean Sticker Book
Natural History Museum

Contributor Bio
The Natural History Museum, London’s mission is to maintain and develop their collections, and use them

to promote the discovery, understanding, responsible use, and enjoyment of the natural world.

Summary
A fun and informative introduction to life in the world’s oceans, packed with fascinating facts,

puzzles, games, and 100 reusable stickers

Written and designed for younger readers, this book contains stickers of fish, mammals, amphibians, and

invertebrates, from the great white shark to the tiny seahorse. The stickers are accompanied by fun learning

pages on the behavior and habitats of the different animals, which explain what they look like, where they

live, how they move, and what they eat. There are also some exciting puzzles and games, including a

spot-the-difference puzzle, and readers can create their own underwater scene by adding stickers to a colorful

double-page landscape spread. Perfect for kids who want to know more about the amazing array of creatures

that live underwater, the book is fully checked and approved by the department of zoology at the Natural

History Museum, London.

Fine Feather Press

9781908489111

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$7.99/$9.99 Can./£4.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

18 Pages

Carton Qty: 100

Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Activity Books

JNF001000

Series: Let's Look

11.5 in H | 8 in W | 0.3 lb

Wt

Let's Look on the Seashore
A Spot & Learn, Stick & Play Book

Andrea Pinnington, Caz Buckingham

Contributor Bio
Caz Buckingham trained as an illustrator and graphic designer. She worked for more than 20 years for large

corporate publishers before setting up Fine Feather Press with her business partner, Andrea Pinnington. Caz's

distinctive designs and illustrations are a combination of artwork and photography that draw children into the

world of plants and animals. Andrea Pinnington is the author of numerous children's activity books,

including Animals, My Body, and The Princess Creativity Book. Caz and Andrea take all the photographs for

their books. This provides the inspiration for their titles, which are designed to give parents the tools with

which to engage their children with nature.

Summary
Get children outside with these fun activities which form the perfect introduction to the seashore

The seashore is an exciting place to be at any time of year. This engaging activity book takes a look at the

most common coastal creatures and plants, and is ideal for getting children outside and giving them

something fun to do. It includes a general introduction to this habitat, plus an array of fascinating facts and a

close-up look at the world of shells. At the heart of the book lies the easy and hard "what can you spot?"

pages, with a colorful picture gallery of sea life to find and tick off. When children aren't out and about looking

for things on the seashore, there are 30 stickers to use on the fold-out seashore play scene at the back of the

book.
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Fine Feather Press

9781908489197

Pub Date: 5/1/15

Ship Date: 5/1/15

$4.99/$5.99 Can./£3.50 UK

Discount Code: LON

Novelty Book

10 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

Ages 3 to 8, Grades P to 3

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Activity Books

JNF001000

Series: Sticker Play Scenes

10.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.1 lb

Wt

Sticker Play Scene: Seashore
Andrea Pinnington, Caz Buckingham

Contributor Bio
Caz Buckingham trained as an illustrator and graphic designer. She worked for more than 20 years for large

corporate publishers before setting up Fine Feather Press with her business partner, Andrea Pinnington. Caz's

distinctive designs and illustrations are a combination of artwork and photography that draw children into the

world of plants and animals. Andrea Pinnington is the author of numerous children's activity books,

including Animals, My Body, and The Princess Creativity Book. Caz and Andrea take all the photographs for

their books. This provides the inspiration for their titles, which are designed to give parents the tools with

which to engage their children with nature.

Summary
Encourage imaginative play and help children learn about nature and the seashore with this

on-the-go activity pack

Inside this pack is a fold-out seashore play scene, two colorful sea life sticker sheets, and a simple

identification guide. It helps develop imaginative play skills and offers more than the usual packs of stickers.

Doodles Ave

9781624070846

Pub Date: 7/1/12

$5.99/$6.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

44 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Ages 5 to 9, Grades K to 4

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Activity Books

JNF001000

Series: Doodles Coloring Fun

10.8 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.1 in

T | 0.3 lb Wt

Doodles Sea Life Coloring Fun
Setria James, Chelsea Hughes

Contributor Bio
Setria James is the author of over 20 educational activity-coloring books, one of which is a first place winner

of the Purple Dragonfly book awards. Her latest titles are Doodles Anatomy Coloring Fun and Doodles Animal

Kingdom Coloring Fun. Setria is a graduate of Texas Woman’s University, where she earned a Bachelors in

Fine Arts and a Masters of Art, each with a concentration on graphic design. During her graduate studies,

Setria explored the effects of imagery on children and their development. It was this research that brought

her to the "Doodles Coloring Fun" book series. Understanding the power of combining learning opportunities

with coloring fun has catapulted the activity-coloring book series forward. According to Setria, "If my books

can inspire kids to be creative and discover the world around them, then I’ve accomplished my goal."

Currently living in the Dallas metroplex with her four-legged child, Setria continues her career as a graphic

designer while exploring her creative voice through drawing, writing, and painting.

Summary
Life under the sea is one of the most fascinating wonders on the planet. Full of stunning species, mystical

creatures, and beautiful landscape, sea life has excitement waiting around every coral reef to be discovered.

Doodles Sea Life Coloring Fun introduces children to 30 unique marine animals through illustrations and fun

facts. These facts are reinforced with games, puzzles, mazes, and connect-the-dots.
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Top That Publishing US

9781782449737

Pub Date: 5/1/15

$19.99/$24.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Multiple Copy Pack

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 8

Ages 7 And Up, Grades 2

And Up

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003090

Series: Press Out & Build

Wall Model

8.8 in H | 11.3 in W | 1.7 in

T | 1.5 lb Wt

3D Shark Attack!
Make A Hungry Shark Smash Through Your Wall

Nat Lambert, Mark Smith

Summary
Press out and build a model of a Great White Shark with this activity gift box for children aged 7+. When the

impressive 3D shark attack room decoration model is complete, turn to the included reference book to learn

all about sharks.

This educational activity gift box from Top That Publishing includes a photographic step-by-step instruction

sheet, card pieces to make a 16x16x13 in. shark attack model and a full color 24-page reference book about

sharks. No glue or scissors are required to complete the model-making activity, simply press out and slot the

Great White Shark parts together!

Inhabit Media

9781927095867

Pub Date: 4/6/15

Ship Date: 4/6/15

$10.95

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

16 Pages

Carton Qty: 54

Ages 3 And Under, Grades P

And Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003150

7 in H | 7 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Marine Mammals
Inhabit Media

Contributor Bio
Inhabit Media is a Canadian, Inuit-owned publishing company that aims to promote and preserve the

stories, knowledge, and talent of Northern Canada. They are located in Iqaluit, Nunavut.

Summary
A simple primer on animal names and image recognition that displays each animal in its environment

From narwhales to walruses to belugas, this book introduces young children to eight of the most important

marine mammals found in the Arctic. It features high-quality photographs of each animal along with text in

English and Inuktitut, so even non-Inuktitut speakers will be able to sound out the Inuktitut names for each

animal.
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Wild Iris Publishing

9781936607723

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$17.99/$19.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Ages 3 And Up, Grades P

And Up

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003150

Series: Curious Critters

9.5 in H | 11 in W | 1.1 lb

Wt

Curious Critters Marine
David FitzSimmons

Contributor Bio
David FitzSimmons is an award-winning photographer and writer. He is the author of Curious Critters and

Curious Critters Volume 2, and his children’s picture books have won numerous national book awards. He

holds a PhD in English from Ohio State University and presents seminars and workshops across North

America. He lives in Bellville, Ohio.

Summary
With images so stunningly life-like, so fabulously detailed, you’ll believe you are swimming in the

sea!

Curious Critters: Marine features some of North America’s most incredible marine animals captured through

the award-winning photography of David FitzSimmons. The amazing photographs depict 20 common and

fascinating animals of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, as well as the Gulf of Mexico. The subjects include a

sleek black sea bass, a giant Pacific octopus, an incredible roseate spoonbill, and a one-in-a-million blue

lobster, plus many more amazing creatures found along the coasts of the United States, Canada, and Mexico.

Fun and educational narratives accompanying each animal highlight fascinating natural history information,

and a visual index, additional curious critter facts, silhouettes showing animal sizes, and a full glossary are

also included.

Inhabit Media

9781772270808

Pub Date: 8/27/16

Ship Date: 8/27/16

$15.95

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003150

Series: Animals Illustrated

9 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

Narwhal
Solomon Awa, Hwei Lim

Contributor Bio
Solomon Awa was born in a sod house near Igloolik, Nunavut. He loves to tell the stories he learned from

his father. He teaches traditional knowledge at Nunavut Arctic College and works for the Qikiqtani Inuit

Association. Hwei Lim studied engineering, worked in IT and business consulting, and now draws comics and

other stories. Recent published works include art for The Spirit of the Sea, Spera:Volume 1, and the Boris &

Lalage stories series. He lives in Malaysia.

Summary
Kids will learn about how narwhal raise their young in the cold Arctic ocean, what they eat, and where they

can be found, along with other interesting information, like the fact that a narwhals long tusk is actually a

tooth!
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Wild Iris Publishing

9781936607006

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$17.99/$19.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003190

9.5 in H | 11 in W | 0.4 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Salamander Dance
David FitzSimmons

Contributor Bio
Michael DiGiorgio is a nationally recognized nature artist, whose painting and drawings have appeared in a

variety of journals and field guides, such as Birds of Brazil and Field Guide to Night Singing Insects, and on

numerous covers of Bird Watcher’s Digest. He lives in Madison, WI.

David FitzSimmons is an award-winning photographer and writer. His Curious Critters children’s picture

books have won numerous national book awards and have sold over 100,000 copies. A Sigma Pro

photographer, David presents seminars and workshops across North America to a wide variety of audiences.

He lives in Bellville, OH.

Summary
Discover the magic of vernal pools—wetlands that fill with water in the spring and dry up in the summer—by

following the annual life cycle of spotted salamanders. From shimmering eggs and wriggling larvae to

metamorphosis and hibernation, these ephemeral wetlands are alive year-round, but nothing compares to

their spectacular springtime Salamander Dance!

Phonic Monic Books

9781943241019

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$7.99/$9.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

31 Pages

Carton Qty: 100

Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003190

Series: Life Cycle Books

8.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.1 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

Tadpole Tadpole
Cammie Ho

Contributor Bio
Cammie Ho has an Elementary School Teaching Credential and a Master’s Degree in Teaching English as a

Second Language. She lives in Fremont, CA.

Summary
Explore the wonders of tadpoles as they hatch from eggs and discover their fascinating transformation into

grown frogs through stunning pictures.
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Rainbow Morning Music

9780938663539

Pub Date: 4/1/13

$14.95/$16.95 Can./£12.50

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4

Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Poetry

JNF042010

Series: Rainbow Morning

Music Picture Books

9.3 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.9 lb

Wt

Something Fishy
Barry Louis Polisar, David A. Clark

Contributor Bio
Barry Louis Polisar is a four-time Parents Choice Award winner and the author of the Rainbow Morning Music

Picture Books series and numerous other books. He has written songs for Sesame Street and the Weekly

Reader and has been featured regularly on the Learning Channel. His song “All I Want Is You” was featured

on the Grammy Award–winning soundtrack to the movie Juno. He lives in Silver Spring, Maryland. David

Clark is a nationally syndicated cartoonist whose work is featured many newspapers, including the

Washington Post. He is a winner of the Reuben Award for Newspaper Illustration from the National Cartoonist

Society and has illustrated almost all of Barry’s books, including Peculiar Zoo, Snakes and the Boy Who Was

Afraid of Them, and The Snake Who Was Afraid of People. He lives in Luray, Virginia.

Summary
Exploring a delightful world of truly exotic and unusual sea creatures, Something Fishy is filled with intriguing

facts about an array of fish and animals that live in or near the water. Written entirely in verse, Barry Louis

Polisar’s witty and thought-provoking poems introduce children to some of the oddest creatures in the animal

kingdom, including many rare and endangered species. Children will be captivated by the lively illustrations,

while learning and laughing at the clever rhymes.

Booklife

9781910512463

Pub Date: 9/28/16

Ship Date: 9/28/16

$19.99/$26.99 Can./£12.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Science & Nature

JNF051050

Series: Life Cycles

8.8 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.3 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

Life Cycle of a Frog
Grace Jones

Summary
Learn about the amazing life cycles of the animals and insects that live in our world. With easy to read text

and informative diagrams, this series is a perfect introduction for young readers.
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Chicago Review Press

9781613744475

Pub Date: 3/1/13

$14.95/$16.95 Can./£12.50

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Ages 9 And Up, Grades 4

And Up

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Science & Nature

JNF051110

Series: Science in Motion

8 in H | 8 in W | 1 lb Wt

The Motorboat Book
Build & Launch 20 Jet Boats, Paddle-Wheelers, Electric Submarines & More

Ed Sobey

Contributor Bio
Ed Sobey is the author of numerous books, including Unscrewed, The Way Kitchens Work, and The Way Toys

Work. He lives in Redmond, Washington.

Summary
Using everything from electric motors, balloons, and gears to water jets, steam, chemical reactions, and even

gravity, this clever handbook offers a variety of choices for propelling homemade vessels across a pool.

Through step-by-step instructions with clear photos, kids will learn how to build more than 20 different model

boats for traveling above water and several different submarine projects for traveling below the surface. In

addition to the boatbuilding activities included within, young naval architects will find instructions for building

an “ocean” to test the boats and a variety of accessories, including four different water pumps, a waterproof

battery and motor case, and a working foghorn. Most of the watercrafts are built from recycled and

easy-to-find materials, but an appendix also lists local and online sources for wire, plastic propellers, small

motors, and more. Do-it-yourselfers and kids with an interest in how things work will find hours of educational

entertainment in the projects offered within.
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